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From the President
John Flint

Walks Program

The Spring Program is out, terrific to see a good 
range of walks and some new leaders stepping up, 
thanks of course to the regulars as well. It is good 
to see a few walks in areas that are new to me 
and haven’t been on recent programs as well as the 
popular favourites.

Mid Winter Feast

The mid winter feast went ahead on a cold and 
wet night. Attendance numbers were a little down, 
probably due to the abysmal weather. 

Volunteers needed

The committee needs a few extra helpers; Tracey 
Avolio has had a promotion at work and with the 
travel involved is unable to continue in the Social 
Secretary role past October. It is quite a fun job 
and only involves one night a month and a little 
organising around the program. Thanks to Tracey for 

her wonderful work organising the social nights over 
the last few years. I have attended many of them 
and there have been some terrific presentations 
with a variety of themes and speakers.

We also need to fill in the vacant positions of Secretary 
and Vice President. Seek to be a committee member 
if you have the capacity to get involved. The level of 
commitment is not really large, can be varied to suit 
and of course many hands make light work.

Alan Carpenter

Alan has recently been in touch with SBW members, 
having been out on walks almost every weekend a 
while back he has been having a break from walking 
spending time with the family. Alan has also recently 
had a health issue and has been thinking of the 
great times he has had with SBW, remembering the 
people and camaraderie he has shared. If you know 
Alan, send him a note to say hello and wish him 
well. We hope to see him on the track again soon.

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the August meeting:

David Brignall
David Harter
Isabel Yersin
Kelvin Russell

Rachele Rugiero

Verica Sekulic
Philip Law
 Gina Law

Vincent Murray
Gouri Kancharla
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Discovering the East MacDonnell Ranges
Vivien de Rémy de Courselles

In July, several members of SBW spent a long 
weekend exploring part of the East MacDonnell 
Ranges near Alice Springs. We based ourselves at 
the Ross River Resort, an old homestead that offers 
accomodations ranging from campsites to basic 
cabins.

Before the weekend, some of us sampled what 
was on offer bushwise around Trephina Creek. We 
spent a few hours there experiencing dry gullies, 
rocky ridges, flat plains and enjoying some stunning 
views.

Many people were around, coming from all over 
Australia and the world. This made for a very social 
experience both in the bush and at camp.

On Saturday we were given a specially made map 
showing a level of details much greater than on 
any other available map. We were left to draw our 
own route providing we would be back by midday 
Sunday.

In this desert environment the availability of water 
could shape any route. Some might have wished to 
avoid the sections of spinifex against which we had 
been warned and that was clearly marked on the 
map. What about visiting that All-Night-Café: how 
many times can we stop there? Some areas seemed 
to have more cliffs than others; would it be easy to 
find a pass through them? Should we come back to 
camp overnight?

Decisions were made and everyone left at midday 
Saturday for 24 hours of fun or hardship.

My walking partner Michael and I went south 
amongst many other walkers. However, after an 
hour or two and until well into the night we only saw 
a handful of people. Right from the start, and indeed 
from our tent, red cliffs and dry creek beds were 
features. Wide plains separated ranges. We were 
heading toward what the map showed as “dense 
spinifex”. It was fine and scattered at first but soon 
there was no way of avoiding the spiky plants. 
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Gaiters proved to offer only partial protection. The 
pain was balanced by the stunning landscape: there 
was a range both north and south of the ridge we 
were on. The southern range especially was lit up at 
sunset showing an array of colours.

Night time makes it easy to know where others 
are: the light of head torches can be seen from afar 
whilst sounds travel further in the still night.

Walking at night is always different to day time 
walking. The feel for the environment is not the 
same. Navigation needs to adapt: the less confident 
might stick to the soft sand of a wide creek bed 
where the more experienced (or is it laziness?) 
might find a firm animal track on the banks.

Funny moments come with encounters of other 
walkers such as these two “purists” who did not 
seem to want to use their head torches. One tells 
the other whilst going down a spur “OK, we go down 
[to the saddle] and then turn right [into the gully]: 
we can’t go wrong”. Then he passes us at the saddle 
and keeps going; he was probably startled as we 
are sitting quietly, lights off, enjoying the desert 
night. The other goes “it’s here, we have to turn 
right”. Reply “no, trust me, we need to keep going”. 
Us “should we tell them?”… “Naaa, they seem to 
enjoy themselves!”

Often on overnight walk I don’t sleep well even 
when carrying gear that bring the comfort close to 
that of my bed at home. It was therefore interesting 
to see how I would fare with just a space blanket 
squeezing 45 minutes of sleep that were enough to 
keep me going. Burgers and chocolate cakes at the 
All Night Café probably helped as well.

Sunrise was another stunner not only because of the 
cliffs being lit up around us but also because of the 
atmosphere it brought to the whole place. It might 
have had something to do with the area we were 
walking in at that time, a wide plain surrounded by 
ranges.

As fatigue was creeping in we cut short our intended 
plan and made our way back to camp for a well 
earned (cold) shower, some food and a lot of 
chatter with the odd 700 other walkers we shared 
this experience with. It is a stunning part of the 
world and one that not many people see too often 
as this was all on private properties. Thanks to all 
those who made this possible… this being the World 
Rogaining Championship 2016.
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Walls Pass
24 July : Tom Brennan

Parking the cars at the locked gate on Narrow Neck, 
the icy sou’wester blasted us. The leader was forced 
to be mercifully short in his briefing as the fully 
rugged up walkers were quickly turning into ice 

cubes. The walk along the 
fire trail confirmed this, as 
many of the puddles were 
iced over, and real icicles 
were hanging off nearby 
cliffs.

We made good time out to 
the fire tower, and Rachel 
navigated us successfully 
to the turnoff to Walls 
Pass, and down the gully to 
where the chains are. Being 
on the east side of Narrow 
Neck, this was thankfully 
out of the breeze, and we 
had morning tea with good 
views of Lake Burragorang 
and the back side of Mt 
Solitary.

Most of the Narrow Neck passes are on the western 
side of Narrow Neck. Walls Pass and the Golden 
Stairs are the two on the eastern side, and though 
pass is a generous term for Walls Pass. In practice it 
is a 10m cliff. Supposedly the pass was used by the 
Wall brothers back in the 1880s, by climbing down 
wooden ladders. Wilf Hilder rediscovered the pass in 
1966 and persuaded the now BWRS to install chains 
there, making for a steep descent.

The chains were icy cold, and steeper than I 
remembered, and the cliff somewhat damp and 
slippery, which made for a challenging descent. All 
safely at the bottom, we skirted along the halfway 

ledge to Cedar Head, 
passing a small waterfall 
with frozen shrubs from 
the night before.

While I’d like to try the 
scrambling route over 
Cedar Head, I thought 
it imprudent to try a 
new route when I hadn’t 
listed it in the program. 
Instead, we headed 
down the gully to the 
south. It took a little 
while to find the pass 
down the gully, as we hit 
various small clifflines. 

Once down, we skirted 
under Cedar Head, and 
around to a pleasant 

grassy clearing for lunch, in the feeble sun.

The pass I knew of into Cedar Creek lay at the end 
of a narrow ridge, which we had some difficulty 
getting on to. As a result, we got to explore the 
various vegetation types from the ridges to hanging 
swamps and creeks. Nevertheless, we made the 
pass eventually, and enjoyed the ambience of Cedar 
Creek and the big camp cave just downstream from 
our entry point.

Unfortunately all good things must come to an end. 
“This hill won’t climb itself”, announced the leader, 
and off we set for the 400m climb, regrouping at 
each of the knolls. One walker had a slight leg injury, 
which hampered them for the climb.

We had afternoon tea at the Ruined Castle, which 
at four in the afternoon, we thankfully had all to 
ourselves. Then the mostly easy walk back to the 
foot of the Golden Stairs, where we split, with some 
people going to collect the cars at the locked gate 
and bring them back to the Golden Stairs, and the 
others waiting for the injured party and accompanier, 
to assist them.

An excellent day in this part of the Blue Mountains 
that is so close to areas well trod, but so rarely 
visited.
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This September discover one of Greater Sydney’s best kept bushwalking secrets.

“The Gardens of Stone: In Focus”
FREE Exhibition of landscape photography 

FREE catered celebration of the heritage values of a spectacular yet unprotected part of the Blue 
Mountains

16-17 September 2016

The Law Foyer, New Law Building, University of Sydney 

 Curated by Tony Bond, former Assistant Director of the Art Gallery of NSW

MC Julie McCrossin on Saturday

Workshops and Talks on Conservation, Bushwalking and Photography both days

Background:

In 2015, under guidance from Fairfax photographer Wolter Peeters, groups of professional and non-
professional photographers crossed the Blue Mountains to the rugged bushwalking paradise - the 
Gardens of Stone, near Lithgow. An area of internationally and nationally significant natural assets, 
from stunning rock formations to endangered swamps, the Gardens of Stone region is a place worth 
saving. Mining activities in the area continue to degrade its creeks and rivers, and if we do not act soon, 
this natural wonderland, Sydney’s equivalent to the Bungle Bungle Range, will be damaged beyond 
recovery. 

The photographers returned with a kaleidoscope of exquisite landscape images. The best 160 will be 
on display in the two-day event. Visit the exhibition for free and meet some of the photographers who 
ventured out into this spectacular part of our Australian backyard. Be inspired to follow their footsteps - 
by visiting the Gardens of Stone or by sharing in their passion through their talks and workshops about 
landscape photography and conservation during the exhibition. Celebrate the beauty and heritage of 
the Gardens of Stone and learn about its unique conservation assets of a spectacular landscape under 
threat from mining. 

The exhibition “Gardens of Stone: In Focus” is brought to you by the Gardens of Stone Alliance of 
Colong Foundation for Wilderness, Blue Mountains Conservation Society and Lithgow Environment 
Group and the Fairfax Media Photography Club ‘Clique Nikon’. Thank you to Newnes Hotel Cabins, 
99Bikes Stanmore and the University of Sydney Law School.

For more information about the exhibition and the workshops, a sneak peak at the gallery of images or 
to read more about the fight to save the Gardens of Stone conservation go to 

https://www.colongwilderness.org.au/campaigns/the-gardens-of-stone/gardens-stone-focus-photo-
graphic-competition

Help needed

Please give leaders plenty of notice if you need to pull out of a walk, so that other members can have the 
opportunity to take your place.

We continually need to expand our pool of leaders, so if you haven’t put on a walk before, think about 
what you might put on the Spring Program. Maybe you have a favourite walk near Sydney that you are 

familiar with? Just one walk is all we are looking for. 
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Social Program

Wed 21st of September - Expedition of Mt Gangotri III. Gourav Bhaduri will talk about a 
Mountaineering Expedition (Climbing of Mt Gangotri III, 6577 mtrs) in Garwal Himalaya (India). Their 
expedition includes walking from Gangotri town to the base camp and then setting up base camp and 
further higher camps to complete a summit.

Wed 17th of October - Balls Pyramid. Only 54 people have reached the top of Balls Pyramid, a 
formidable 552 m rock spire near Lord Howe Island. Two of them will be talking about their experiences 
on Balls Pyramid. Jim Smith was on the second successful ascent in 1969 and Keith Bell led two 
expeditions, in 1970 and 1973. On the 1969 expedition was Rona Butler, daughter of Dot Butler, she is 
the only woman to have ever climbed the Pyramid. Rock climbers have been banned since 1986. Jim 
and Keith will be showing many dramatic pictures and telling some of the stories of their adventures and 
showing the remarkable wildlife including the giant Phasmid. Their new book ‘South Pacific Pinnacle - 
The Exploration of Balls Pyramid’ will be on sale at a discounted price on the night.

Wed 16 November - Bibbulmun Track - WA. Robert Carter will talk about a recent Bibbulmun Track 
adventure walking 1000km in 52 days through south-west Western Australia.

If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio: social@sbw.org.au 

All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm. 
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.

Why not join other club members for dinner at “The Pizzeria Rio”, a cheap pizza place that is next door 
to the Kirribilli Neighbourhood centre in Fitzroy Street. Club members assemble there from 6.00pm on.

social@sbw.org.au
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Kowmung River - Kanangra-Boyd NP
30-31 Jul: Tom Brennan

Boyd River Campground always seems to me to be 
pretty much the coldest place on earth. This time 
was no change, with ice on the inside of my fly, and 
the poles glued to the base of my tent by the frozen 
ground in the morning.

Alex was curled up in foetal position under a tree 
on his frosted tarp, and looked less than impressed 
when I woke him up in time for breakfast. Probably 
because he wasn’t planning on having any.

Most of the party had camped on the Friday night. 
Matthew drove up from Sydney in the morning and 
arrived with plenty of time. With all 9 of the group 
there, I did the briefing at Boyd River before piling 
into cars for the short drive out to Kanangra Walls. 
I was quite surprised when Denis met us there - I 
hadn’t heard from him since I gave him the details, 
so was not expecting him.

So the the then 10 of us headed out first to the Walls 
Lookout. I go there at least once on every trip to the 
Walls, and the view never gets boring. The sweeping 
views of the cliffs of Kanangra Walls, the incredible 
drop into Kanangra Deep, and the sawtooth ridge 
up to Cloudmaker never fail to impress.

It was an easy walk out to morning tea at Cottage 
Rock, where someone had kindly constructed a 
more stable pile of stones to climb on to the rock. 
Cottage Rock offers great vistas to the east and 
west, all the way to Mt Colong and the Blue Breaks, 
though someone has inconveniently let a tree block 
the views to the south!

Past Cottage Rock, the Gingra Range track was 
obscured in a number of places with fallen trees 
brought down by recent storms. Even where the 
track was not blocked, it was covered with debris, 
and not easy to spot.

It was a similar story once we turned off on to 
Brumby Ridge. Nevertheless it was still easier going 

on the faint track rather 
than off, and we managed 
to largely follow it down to 
the Kowmung, other than 
a couple of short sections.

Sara started getting 
some knee pain on the 
descent, which I dubiously 
diagnosed as ITB friction 
syndrome. Luckily that’s 
what it turned out to be. 
Once she made it to the 
river, it didn’t cause her 
much of an issue for the 
remainder of the weekend.

There were a couple of 
tents up at Orange Bluff 
when we arrived. Obviously 
fisherpeople from their 
gear, but no-one was in 
sight. We settled down for 
lunch on the grassy banks. Alex managed to fire up 
his twig stove and boil some water for I think the 
only time the whole weekend. He was also the only 
one brave or foolish enough for a dip.

I looked somewhat nervously at the crossing of the 
Kowmung, which was considerably deeper than the 
last time I had been here, and flowing swiftly. With 
the aid of a couple of sticks, I got across upstream 
of the rapids, with the water just under waist deep 
(for me!) and icy cold. 

I had been contemplating whether to do multiple 
crossings or whether to stay on the one bank for the 
walk downriver, so the temperature of the crossing 
helped decide that for pretty much everyone. Except 
perhaps Skye, who had managed to fit two extra 
pairs of shoes, including river crossing shoes, into 
her fairly small pack!

The walk down the river is a mixed bag. Some 
lovely open grass clearings, such as the massive 
campsite at Rainbow Bluff. Some rocky slabs, some 
steep loose slopes and some thick forest. Overall it’s 
a pretty nice walk though, and easy enough going. 
There were unfortunately a lot of signs of pigs. At 
one point we could see a couple of people struggling 
across the river in the distance. Presumably the 
fisherpeople, as we came across their carelessly-
left still-smouldering fire with rubbish, which we 
stopped to clean up.

By late afternoon we were at my campsite, a 
massive grassy clearing that I had spotted on the 
aerial photos, just short of Ferny Flat. I had visions 
of something like Hatchers Hollow, though the 
reality was a bit short of that. Still, we found a large 
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grassy area down by the river, which was nice and 
flat, if still a little damp.

The general dampness made getting a fire going 
rather challenging, and I don’t think anyone will be 
getting their Scout badge for that!

Everyone had enthusiastically embraced Happy 
Hour, meaning I didn’t need half of my dinner, and 
I picked up some extra things for morning tea the 
next day to boot!

On the entire 5km walk down the Kowmung, I had 
been amazed just how much water there was in the 
river. I’d also been somewhat concerned that we 
hadn’t seen any obvious crossing points. That worry 
gave me a rather restless night’s sleep.

The best crossing points appeared to be just upstream 
from the rapids, as the river shallowed and sped up. 
Jon had suggested a possible crossing downstream, 
and I could hear another rapid upstream. I went 
scouting up and down after breakfast. I decided on 
the downstream one, and advised everyone to get 
two good sticks for balance. It was a similar depth, 

but somewhat faster than the day before, making 
the sticks hard to manage. Stephen lost one stick, 
and almost his balance, in the first couple of metres, 
but made it across. There were a few other nervous 
moments, but no incidents, and we were all safely 
across.

It was only a short walk from there to the bottom 
of Hughes Ridge, though it did look for a short while 
like we might get bluffed out - which would have 
been a bit of a disaster!

Alex was advocating for a first morning tea, but I 
decided we’d get some of the climbing out of the 
way first. Instead we had morning tea on top of 
Mt Hughes, where Alex tried to get his twig stove 
going again. It spewed smoke everywhere, forcing 
Stephen to move, but didn’t really want to burn, 
and a disgruntled Alex eventually gave up.

Hughes Ridge is typically of the ridges on the 
Gingra Range. A steep lower section with occasional 
patches of scrub leads to an open woodland higher 
up. Very pleasant walking.

With regular stops to regroup, we turned on to the 
Gingra Range, and again had occasional difficulty 
picking up the track. I promised a (late) lunch with a 
view back at Cottage Rock, where Alex had one last 
unsuccessful crack at getting the twig stove going.

With a bit of time to spare once we reached the 
Plateau, we were able to enjoy several of the 
lookouts as we ambled back to the cars. So much 
so that no-one was interested in a second visit to 
the Walls Lookout!

An excellent walk in great company.

http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-first-aid.seo
http://www.bushwalk.com
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Leaders: After the activity, reports must be submitted via the online form. If your walk is cancelled, please 
send a brief email advising the same to walksreporting@sbw.org.au. Keep the signature sheet as this is a 
legal document. If you want your report to be published as an article email the report and any photos (jpeg 
or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au. 

You can also send one or two photos to the editor for inclusion in the walk reporting section of the magazine.

Walks and Activities Report

18 - 27 Jun 2016 Kakadu - Maguk to Koolpin Kakadu NP

This walk was around the customary circuit of the highlights of Kakadu, 
starting at Maguk and proceeding via Picaninny Pools, Gronophyllum Creek, 
Cascade Creek, Rainbow Serpent Pool, Graveside Falls, Surprise Falls, Twin 
Falls, Amphitheatre, Twin Falls Creek, Koolpin Creek, Koolpin Gorge and 
South Alligator River. Kenn led the walk in the absence of David Rostron, 
who had organized it but had to withdraw at a late stage owing to a rebore 
of some vascular plumbing. 

The walk proceeded pretty much according to plan. It was made harder 
than usual by allocating ten days to the walk rather than the usual eleven or 
twelve. This resulted in a few consecutive long days in unusually hot condi-
tions. The average maximum temperature at Jabiru for the ten days of the 
walk was 34.6° compared to a long-term average for the second half of June 
of 31.8°. On no day of this walk was the daily maximum below the long-term 
average and our highest maximum was 36.7°; and this was in June. The 
average daily maximum temperature for the whole of June 2016 at 34.4° 
was the highest on record, well ahead of the previous record June mean of 
33.3°. Minimums during the walk were pretty high too, with a range of 18.9° 
to 24.9° and an average of 21.7°. For the whole of June 2016 average daily 
minimum was 22.8° compared to the long-term average of 19.3° and the 
previous highest monthly mean of 21.6°. So it was hot, the party felt it and 
the many swims were very welcome. 

Some notable features of the walk were the relatively low but still adequate 
water levels, caused by a poor wet season. Signs of water buffalo were much 
more numerous than the leader had ever seen in many previous Kakadu 
trips. Some water buffalo, cattle, a turtle, a wallaby, some snakes, lizards 
and frogs were seen but generally the native wildlife was distressingly no-
table for its absence. This is not new – it has been evident for many years 
now. Another event that was not new was one party member’s footwear 
falling apart after about a half-day’s walking, despite the leader’s appeal 
some weeks before the walk for participants to closely inspect their foot-
wear. Cable ties, bits of string and an emergency stitcher managed to hold 
them together - just - to the end of the walk. 

Other than that the walk had all the hallmarks of a typical Kakadu extrava-
ganza. Despite the heat, or perhaps because of it, pools were just as enjoy-
able, the shade as welcome, the sky just as blue, the stars in the night sky 
just as numerous and brilliant as ever, and the magnificent Kakadu land-
scape as breathtaking as ever.

Kenn Clacher

Karl Miller
Clare Holland
Sheila McDowall
Virginia Riley
Neil Hickson
Peter Love
Don Andrews
Gordon Jagger
Paul Barton
Rory Fagan

Walk updates

Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly program 
such as changes in walk dates. 

Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen 
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates. 

http://sbw.org.au/walk-reporting
mailto:walksreporting@sbw.org.au
mailto:editor%40sbw.org.au?subject=
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1 Jul 2016 Lane Cove River Figure 8 Lane Cove NP

The leader didn't check the National Parks' alerts prior to setting out on this 
walk so it was a surprise to see the track closed between Fiddens Wharf Oval 
and Terrace Road as a result of flooding from the storms of a few weeks ago... 
like good bushwalkers we obeyed the signs and diverted to the streets which 
was unfortunate as we missed out on some of the best bits of this walk. We 
re-joined the GNW at Terrace Road and continued along as planned. It was 
a beautiful day to be out and most of the group had not walked in this area 
before - we are so lucky to have bushland like this so close to the CBD. We 
finished the first circuit in about 2.5 hrs and after saying good-bye to Jon 
and Cvet ten of us continued on towards Fairylands, Epping Road and the 
return trip via the golf course. We arrived back at the cars before lunchtime 
(12:45pm) and had the rest of the day to enjoy.

Genevieve Savill

Jon Bell
Cvet Jankulovska
Susi Prescott
Miu (Penny) Pang
Kin Lee

P Members

John Fitzgerald
Marie OConnell
Katherine Doust
Verica Sekulic
Sue Rakios
Marivic Galinato

2 Jul 2016 Eleanor Beach Exploratory Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Eleanor Beach was one of the few destinations running off Govetts Ridge 
that had eluded me whilst exploring most of this area. Also after reading an 
old trip report where the group encountered thick scrub, tricky descent, a 
(temporarily) lost party member and a finish in the dark just added to the 
potential excitement of this walk … and clearly sounded a few alarm bells!

The walk out to Taffys Rock was relatively easy although the track itself is 
becoming a little scrubby however we made good time and arrived for morn-
ing tea. The walk out to Cliff Trig was a little less easy with the scrub becom-
ing much thicker however we did find the faint pad at times. Our final leg to 
Eleanor Beach added a whole new dimension with very (very) thick scratchy 
scrub and a steep scrambling (at times slipping and sliding) descent. After 
all of this and with the group intact we arrived at a very nice beach for a 
late lunch in the winter sun with spectacular views out through Broken Bay.

It became quite obvious that our return trip - including an initial ascent that 
nobody was speaking highly of – would take a little longer than planned and 
we would be walking out in the dark. In the true spirit of a flexible ‘explor-
atory’ walk there was no argument when the option of calling a water taxi to 
ferry us to Brooklyn was proposed and that’s the end of the story.

Overall a good day out with great weather and very supportive walking 
group!

Robert Carter

Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
John Kennett
Angela Beveridge
Stephen Dolphin
Huw ap Rees
Wayne Gardner

P Member

Verica Sekulic

2 Jul 2016 North Wahroonga to Turramurra Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

This was a short walk for election day, with a mid morning start. The walk 
began from the end of Grosvenor Street North Wahroonga and finished at 
Turramurra station. We spent much of the time on fire trails through pleas-
ant bushland. We did two side trips on foot tracks, one to a lovely rocky 
clearing beside Fraser Creek. The other side trip was to a loop-track on top 
of a wide spur which offered us several excellent lookouts and great views. 
Overall it was a nice day out in perfect weather. Thankfully nobody men-
tioned politics, which helped maintain a very pleasant atmosphere on this 
lovely bushland walk.

Nigel Weaver

Spiro Haginikitas
Karen Brading
Susi Prescott
Margaret Weaver

P Members

Rachele Rugiero
Sue Riakos
Liping Pei
Ian Houghton
Caroline Houghton
Marivic Galinato

2 - 3 Jul 2016 Merrigal Creek Blue Mountains NP

Beautiful winter weather for walking.

Owen Kimberley

Michele Powell
Tim Sutherland
Andrew Price
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2 - 3 Jul 2016 6 Foot Track in a day Blue Mountains NP

A great weekend walking with Margot and Helen. Beautiful winter weather, 
blue skies, puddles of ice and snow still on the ground near Black Range. Our 
climb up to the Pluviometer was fuelled by Chocolate Chip Cookies (thanks 
Helen) and cups of tea (and more cookies) had us heading out from Black 
Range and on to the Caves under torch light. Lots of fun.

Frances Bottrell

Margot Bull
Helen MacDonald

3 Jul 2016 Grose Valley Blue Mountains NP

We arrived at Evans Lookout and our descent of the Horse Track and made 
our way down the Grose. We decided that we were running behind time and 
only went half way up Du Faurs Buttress. We made our way back to Govetts. 
A good day was had by all.

Angela Barton

Tim Yewdell
Mark Wigley
Alexa Bullen
Stanley Wong
Sally Reynolds
Mike Barton
Virginia Waller

P Members

Dave Harter
Puru Karki
Margo Cashman

3 - 16 Jul 2106 West MacDonnell Ranges Northern Territory

Weather varied from a bit too hot to very cold with a particularly hot day 
spent traversing rocky spinifex ridges. A cold night where water froze over in 
billies. In general day were pleasant with only a few drops of rain on a couple 
of occasions. A dingo walked through the camp one day after taking twenty 
minutes scouting around wondering what these humans were and perplexed 
by the noise of the tent flys flapping in the wind. Water was not a problem 
with the Fish Hole fuller than on any other occasion.

Don Finch

Ros Kerrigan
Phil Butt
Barry Wheeler
Shahram Landarani
Asiyeh Landarani
Libby Beaman
Greg Beaman
Rick Angel
Melinda Turner
Glenn Draper

Visitors

Mandy Ord
Amir Landarani

5 Jul 2016 Taffys Rock Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Despite the dire weather forecast we had a very nice warm and sunny day 
after some early drizzle and lifting fog. See photos of Jerusalem Bay in the 
morning (left) and afternoon (right).

A very well attended mid-week walk that was a little longer than our normal 
mid-week walks however provided the usual great panoramas throughout. 

Congratulations to Prospective Members – Rachele Rugerio, Erin Harris and 
Helen Patronis for successfully completing their qualifying day walk.

Robert Carter

Barbara Laborfalvi
Jim Collier
Bruce Worthington
Lynn Dabbs
Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles
Owen Kimberley

P Members

Rachele Rugerio
Helen Patronis
Erin Harris
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Can’t think of a walk to lead?

There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found 
by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record

www.sbw.org.au

Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the 
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past! 

Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!

9 Jul 2016 National Pass Blue Mountains NP

The falls were very spectacular after 15mm of rain the day before. The mud 
was impresive to, but not too bad. The weather was nice and everyone was 
keen so we went up and down many side tracks to various lookouts and 
rather comprehensively exceeded the S <10km walk description.

Tony Murphy

Cathy Hui
Karen Darby

P Member

Gouri Venigalla

9 Jul 2016 Cathedral Cave and Diamond Cavern Newnes SF Yuri Bolotin

Damon da Costa

Visitors

Linda Groom
Peter Conroy

9 Jul 2016 Wild Dog Walk Blue Mountains NP

This was a goof short winter's day walk - 2 good climbs, a creek with slippery 
rocks, some off track meanders...

Fine weather and not a breath of wind - we were able to enjoy the views in 
comfort.

Loose rocks on Faithful Hound are a hazard for walkers down-slope.

Tim Sutherland

Dirk Goes
Alexa Bullen
Penny Pang
Kin Lee
James Blair

9 Jul 2016  Wentworth Falls to Leura via Hippocrene Falls  Blue Mountains NP

Eleven of us set out on this chilly but perfectly crisp and clear morning from 
Wentworth Falls station, coincidentally with only one male among us. The 
first part of our walk took us along the Charles Darwin track, a 2.4 km beau-
tiful meander following Jameson’s creek and its varied flora. This led us to 
the top of the Wentworth Falls and we continued along on the National Pass 
down to the bottom of the falls, which did not disappoint with some spec-
tacular views over the Jameson valley and not another soul on an otherwise 
usually busy track. From there we followed the Wentworth Pass down the 
various ladders and along to Hippocrene Falls on a good footpad. We had 
lunch perched atop the Vera Falls, after negotiating a muddy track, because 
the surrounds were so good. We continued on and took Roberts Pass, which 
led us to the start of the Lindeman Pass. The original plan was to follow this 
Pass through to its end but, due to timing, we had to leave it for another day. 
Instead we found inspiration (point) and headed up to Moya Point through a 
cut in the rock for more good views. We followed the ridgeline before pop-
ping out at the Fairmont Golf Club. We then had scenic views of an archi-
tectural kind along Sublime Point Road before heading back into the bush 
and following a track up to Pool of Siloam and then through Lyrebird Dell. 
We reached Leura with the last of the light and a very welcome pub dinner.

Nicole Mealing

Emmanuelle Convert
Karen Kool
Jo Daly
Skye O'Donnell
Stephen Dolphin

P Members

Emily Deck
Corinne Gilholme
Jen Adams
Cecelia McMaster
Erin Harris
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9 - 10 Jul 2016 Wild Dogs #1 (Overnight) Blue Mountains NP

What started out as a pretty straight forward overnight walk for a few Pro-
spectives to compete their overnight Q-walk certainly turned out to be a bit 
more exciting with river crossings, possums, helicopters and celebrities! 

Despite the heavy rain experience for most of the preceding week we had 
fantastic walking weather with a couple of light spots of rain early Sunday 
morning. The Coxs and Jenolan Rivers were up slightly however our cross-
ings were safe and still below knee depth although very cold.

Our overnight campsite was on the river bend below Jenolan Gorge where 
it was great in seeing first time overnighters set up camp and then settle in 
for a real good happy hour – so much so that two of us didn’t have dinner 
thanks to Verica’s Montenegrin cuisine that resembled a buffet. We also had 
a visit from a resident possum who raided a couple of packs and also decided 
to join Kelvin under his tarp during the night!

Apart from the shock of early morning mid-winter river crossings the walk 
was pretty uneventful until we reached just opposite Flaggi Clear and one of 
the group slipped resulting in a broken lower leg requiring PLB activation and 
helicopter extraction to Westmead Hospital. Not one but two helicopters with 
both the Police and Paramedics attending and providing fantastic support – 
Flaggi Clear resembled an airport. None of us enjoy seeing one of our col-
leagues injured and especially a serious injury such as a broken leg however 
the support and compassion shown by the group throughout was first rate 
and allowed leader to get on with the job of managing the incident, applying 
the necessary first aid and ensuring the comfort of the injured walker which 
was a task willingly shared by everyone – I was very impressed with all and 
sincerely thank them for their support.

And then in between all of this activity in walks Dick Smith who was enjoying 
a day out in the Blue Mountains and kept us entertained for a while before 
having to head off – but not before a few yarns and posing for photos and 
selfies! Dick’s presence certainly lifted everyone’s spirits and alleviated some 
of the seriousness of the situation which was very much appreciated.

I can assure you that after all of this excitement it was a bit of a let-down 
to remind everyone that we still had a fairly decent walk out via Tinpot Hill 
however we did return to the cars before dark.

Congratulations to Rachele, Verica and Dave who have now adequately com-
pleted all qualifying events to be considered for Full Membership – well done 
guys!

Robert Carter

Scott Lee

P Members

Rachele Rugerio
Dave Harter
Verica Sekulic
Kelvin Russell
Jon Murphy

9 - 10 Jul 2016 Mount Colong Kanangra-Boyd NP

After many days of rain the weather was fine and sunny for the weekend. 
We made our way down and up passes and had lunch near (Wee) Roaring 
Wind Mountain. The camp site on Colong was amazing and with fresh water 
nearby at Nevilles Soak (see Gundungura sketch map) we had a fantastic 
night.On Sunday we descended to Mt Armour Fire Trail and went to Squat-
ting Rock Gap and Woolpack Head before making our way back to the cars.

Angela Barton

Angela Beveridge
Joanne Armstrong
Paul Barton
Tim Hager
Alan Osland
Alex Allchin
Sierra Classen

10 Jul 2016 Mooney Mooney creek Brisbane Water NP

Planned to walk 11km but eventually walked to 18km because they were 
fit & the walk was easy standard. After rain for few days, track quite wet & 
increase the difficulty to cross the Mooney Mooney creek. Lucky there were 
no leech. Finished early at 2:45pm.

Rosetta lee

P Members

Mark Thieben
Mavic Galinato
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13 - 14 Jul 2016 McDonald River Yengo NP

This was supposed to be a Kanangra walk, but the weather man predicted 
strong winds and snow down to 600 m. That sounded too dangerous, so we 
did a last-minute switch.

Howes Valley Creek has a sandy bed, and usually very little water in it. Un-
fortunately for us, it had rained and the sand was saturated and soft. There 
was enough water to make it impossible to keep dry feet, and within an hour 
we were all sloshing straight down the middle. It took us six hours of this, 
before we reached the McDonald River. Imagine how we appreciated the 
splendid fire Kelvin made for us!

I never wanted to see another creek again, so we went straight up the east 
side of the valley the next morning. There is no track, but after a while we 
started seeing cairns here and there. Later we came across the remnants of 
an old road, and then another fire trail, not marked on the map. We reached 
Howes Track after about three hours, and followed it north back to the car.

Leigh McClintock

Lucy Moore
David Bell

P Members

Kelvin Russell

14 Jul 2016 The Crater and Petries Slots Wollemi NP Yuri Bolotin

Emily Deck

16 Jul 2016 Coast Walk Royal NP

Eleven walkers caught the first ferry to Bundeena on a great sunny winter's 
day. Mutinous murmurs concerning the leader's proscription of a cafe stop 
at Bundeena were firmly suppressed. We set off at a brisk pace to Wedding 
Cake Rock, where a brief pause for sightseeing was rewarded by views of 
three whales travelling together. Mini-morning tea at Little Marley, proper 
morning tea at Wattamolla. There were abundant birdlife and wildflowers on 
the Curra Moors. We took a slightly late lunch at Garie, where more than one 
of the party indulged in a cold can or ice cream from the surf club kiosk. Af-
ter lunch we proceeded southwards, climbing the Burgh Ridge to Garrawarra 
and following the Cliff Track to Otford. Congratulations to six prospective 
members on completing a fast-paced and challenging Q walk.

David Angell

Suzanne Gapps
Karen Kool
Damon de Costa
Sarah Gough

P Members

Sara Ladd
Sophie Petersen
Marivic Galinato
Jonathan Griswold
Jo Tabley
Janet Hanson

16 Jul 2016 Goolara Peak Blue Mountains NP

Traversed around from approximately 500 meters past the track up to Iron-
pot Ridge and located the spur which leads down to Tinpot Hill. Came down 
of Tinpot hill, aiming for the junction of Galong creek and the Cox’s river. 
Headed down the Cox to the Grand Bluffs, lunch at the junction of the Cox 
and Jenolan Creek. Ascended Goolara peak, Tinpot Mountain and on to Iron-
pot ridge and back to the cars. Fit group including prospective David Chan.

John Currie

Anne-Marie Cooper
John Flint
Gary O’toole
Cathy Hui
Tim Sutherland
Alexa Bullen

P Member

David Chan
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16 Jul 2016 Mt Solitary Traverse Blue Mountains NP

A very chilly winters morning saw our group of 6 head straight down the 
Furber Steps and out of the wind to try and warm up. It really was perfect 
weather for such a challenging walk. 15kms of undulating fire trail before 
you even reach Kedumba Pass. I have done this walk more times than I can 
remember and as I am climbing the East Col it is always going to be my 
last! Crossing Solitary was made a little more interesting as we were keep-
ing a lookout for Helen who was doing a bigger loop of the valley and going 
to catch us up, which she did, magically appearing after The Korowall Knife 
Edge. It was then on to meet our forward party (Caro Ryan) waiting for us at 
the Ruined Castle. A now much larger and invigorated group navigated the 
landslide and the Furber Steps once again to end a great walk. Congratula-
tion to Keith and Chris for completing such a challenging first walk with the 
club.

Frances Bottrell

Margot Bull
Wayne Gardner
Tracy Edwards

P Members

Chris Thorndyke
Keith Lamb

16 - 17 Jul 2016 Caoura Ridge Morton NP

Good group of walkers with the three prospectives all doing well. We found 
three old regenerating firetrails and followed these out to nice view points. 
The prospectives took turns leading the party without any navigational em-
barrasments. This area used to have a lot of old 4wd tracks with associated 
road damage and litter. It has been closed to vehicular traffic for some time 
now and is well worth visiting. Anyone who enjoys off-track exploratory 
walking will have fun in this area. We found some beautiful lookouts and 
some interesting creeks to explore. Thanks to all participants for a relaxing 
and highly enjoyable weekend.

Paul Barton

Richard Quinn
Kerry Atkins
Gilda Floyd
Michael Floyd

P Members

Denise Woodcock
David Brignall
Amanda Bray

16 - 17 Jul 2016 Navigation training Blue Mountains NP

A great effort by all to collect flags used for NavShield held two weeks ear-
lier in the Wombeyan Caves area. The leader provided tips for all to improve 
our navigation skills whilst one member of the party gave a few advice on 
bushcraft: check your backpack to make sure you do not carry a big clay 
mug "made by my friend's mother who lives in Balmoral" and then it pays 
to check that when repacking said mug after lunch you make sure that you 
emptied it from all the water you poured into it.

A great weekend all around exploring lovely spurs, nice ridges and beautiful 
creeks in this part of the Blue Mountains NP that is not visited as much as 
others.

Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles

Jo Daly
Sierra Classen
Ed Squire
Claire Barnes

P Members

Emma Simpson
Bart Lindsay

The latest edition of the  
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for 

downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/

bushwalker-archives/

Have you seen the latest Colong 
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the  
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au

http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
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16 - 17 Jul 2016 100 Man Cave (Overnight) Kanangra-Boyd NP

Another fantastic weekend spent at 100 Man Cave with a great group of 
friends. Despite the weather forecast predicting sub-zero temperatures and 
the possibility of showers out that way we had beautiful clear skies and a 
rather mild night although there was a bit of ice around Kanangra Plateau 
on Saturday morning.

Once again we had a memorable happy evening around the camp fire with 
the usual questionable political correctness however everyone admirably 
held their own during the wide ranging topics of debate! A few concerns 
were raised on Sunday morning about a phantom snorer however in the end 
was put down to the local Yowie and had nothing to do with the Leader as 
he doesn’t normally snore.

Our return walk on Sunday was through a thick blanket of fog that lifted as 
we descended the Knolls of Mt Cloudmaker providing spectacular views of a 
shrouded Kanangra Gorge.

A quick stop for hamburgers (highly recommended for the carnivores) and 
refreshments at the Hampton Hotel topped off a most enjoyable weekend.

Robert Carter

Stephen Dolphin
Grace Love
Peter Love
Mark Wigley
Skye O’Donnell

17 Jul 2016 French Language Walk Botany bay National Park

All on tracks and some suburban roads. some traffic, sore feet, Australian 
bush flora and fauna including snakes, spiders, ticks and leeches, wet, per-
haps slippery rocks, perhaps naked bodies if swimming (nil seen), some 
exposure, whales (nil seen)

Patrick James

Richard Brading
Karen Carkner
Geoff Colman
Susan Ellicott-Darke
Ken Sung

Visitors

Jackie Liong
Andrew Liong

17 Jul 2016 Helensburgh to Otford Royal NP

The Burgh Track is hard to find near Helensburgh, no signs and many tracks. 
Our group of seven had a good day and after lunch on the beach spent much 
time at Figure Eight Pool and saw some whales going north. We arrived at 
Otford station in the dark where we had left cars. Four Prospective Members 
performed well and socialised well.

David Trinder

Mindy Gu
Ted Nixon

P Members

Gail Mackenzie
John Gandin
Jarrah Watkinson
Lauren Stephens
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18 - 22 Jul 2016 Mid Week at Woy Woy Brisbane Water NP

A very pleasant five days in the waterfront house at Phegans Bay.

Easy day walks and pleasant evenings

Bill Holland

Fran Holland
Patrick James
John Poleson
Hubert Habicht
Tamara Korodzwin

Visitor

Lynne Poleson

19 Jul 2016 Wedgetail Eagle Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

A good example of what great variety can be found with a little imagination 
in Kuringai. Easy stroll along the Long Track before off-track to a rarely vis-
ited engraving site depicting dreamtime figures, then to the wedgetail eagle 
nest. Mr and Mrs Wedgie were not home - seems that they have not yet got 
around to making little wedgies this year. Fun picking a route down to the 
water through the cliffs then easy wade across Stingray Bay, followed by a 
fun climb picking a way through the cliffs to the nose of Mount Murray An-
derson. Great views. Relatively easy walk back along the Murray Anderson 
track in warm weather for winter. Not quite a Q walk - though challenging at 
times, only a little over six hours.

John Kennett

Ted Nixon
Robert Carter
Owen Kimberley

P Members

Liping Pei
Dave Hartner

21 Jul 2016 Blackmans Crown Ben Bullen SF Yuri Bolotin

Daryl Watson
Grace Love

21 Jul 2016 Hornsby Hills Berowra Valley NP

There have been quite a few changes to the tracks in this area since the 
official closure of the section of the Great North Walk track which used to 
traverse the Hornsby Rifle Range track. Due to these closures we had to 
rethink our route tonight but still managed to complete a decent circuit with 
a few ups and downs.

Genevieve Savill

Angela Beveridge
Tracy Edwards
Susan Healey
Jenny Stephens

P Members

Viviana Sepulveda 
Flores
John Thearle
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23 Jul 2016 Wild Dogs Blue Mountains NP

A sunny day with high, cold winds. Very cool on the ridges.The Cox was 
brown, swollen and looked decidingly uninviting.

Tim Sutherland

Sue Tiller
Margot Bull
Frances Bottrell
Melanie Freer

P Member

Sara Ladd

23 Jul 2016 Traverse of the Gods Blue Mountains NP

Today we set out to tackle the traverse along the middle ledge of the face of 
Mount Banks, which got quite a write up on its exposure in The Bushwalker’s 
Spring Edition. We set off up the track along the ridge and as we came out 
of the trees it became a full body battle to stay on the track; there were 
65km/h winds whipping through. We only took this track a short way and 
then scuttled around on a ledge with some fun parts (e.g. going through a 
natural hole in the rock) towards the start of the traverse, which we found 
after a slippery descent down a gully. The views were spectacular across 
the Grose Valley and there were sections of bare cliffs, rain forest, scrub 
(well lots of those), a trig plate, a logbook, the descent through the “Devils 
Throat”, etc. We managed to find a spot with reasonable views and a little 
sun for morning tea with a semi-howling wind. On we went with some good 
route finding along the way. We soon found ourselves near the fire trail on 
top of the cliff pondering where the exposed sections were - there weren’t 
really any in our opinion. We pushed on underneath Frank Hurley Head and 
ascended to the top of the cliffs from the south of the head. Another battle 
to walk a straight line followed with a quick stop to enjoy the views across 
the valley from the lookout. We made our way back to the cars by cutting 
a route up and over Mount Banks. There were a lot of great viewpoints but 
none inviting for lunch because of the wind (and chill) factor. So, after we 
reached the summit, we descended to the picnic area nearby for lunch be-
fore descending back to the cars once more. There was no dallying around 
afterwards - we all got in our respective cars after a quick goodbye and 
headed off.

Nicole Mealing

Alan Osland
Ed Squires
Jo Daly
John Currie
Simon Hager

P Members

David Mason

23 - 24 Jul 2016 Mt Cloudmaker & Gingra Range Kanangra-Boyd NP

A most enjoyable walk. Westerly wind was really howling across Gangerang 
Range (added a bit of atmosphere) but we later had a delightfully cosy camp 
site across from the Gingra Creek / Little Gingra Creek junction.

Beautiful clear skies with a nip in the air on Sunday (lovely weather for walk-
ing) with icicles hanging down from the cliff adjacent to Coalseam Cave.

Owen Kimberley

Michele Powell
James Blair
Bradley Russ
Joanne Armstrong
Neil Cartwright
Susan Cartwright

24 Jul 2016 Walls Pass Blue Mountains NP

See article in this magazine

Tom Brennan

Rod Wales
Ed Squires
Rachel Grindlay
Cathy Hui

P Members

Emily Deck
Sam Palfreyman
Rasmus Altenkamp
Jo Tabley
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24 Jul 2016 Mt Solitary Blue Mountains NP

It was zero degrees when we left Kedumba Gate and it didn't warm up much 
all day. Lovely walking weather and a great time was had by all.

Angela Barton

Mark Wigley
Angela Beveridge
Melinda Long
Scott Lee
Penny Pang
Kin Lee
Tracy Edwards
David Carmichael
Paul Barton
Karen Kool
Jose Correa
Peter Beveridge

P Members

Vincent Murray
Antony Milch
Fausto Pastro
Sophie Petersen

26 Jul 2016 Windybanks Ridge Exploratory Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Another fantastic mid-winter day for a mid-week walk! A very well attended 
day with 15 walkers and another 5 who were unable to join for various rea-
sons.

A delayed start due to a missed turn off the expressway however we were 
soon heading off with great clear views across Waratah Bay and then Cowan 
Creek. Our first stop was White Man Cave with morning tea on a sunny 
patch up track at Lords Bay before our ascent to the Initiation Ground rock 
engraving site.

The remainder of the ascent and traverse along the top of Windybanks Ridge 
was through fairly thick scrub with ‘interesting’ ascents and descents through 
the low cliff-lines (borderline exposure!). The walk took a couple of hours 
more than planned however we were back at Berowra by 3.00 pm and this 
resulted in a few of the group deciding to leave near the Berowra Overpass.

A very enjoyable day out and worth a return trip to explore some of the 
ridgeline edges as there appears to be great rock formations and plenty of 
large overhangs.

Congratulations to the Prospectives who successfully completed their day 
Q-walk – Mel Brading, Isabel Yersin and Matthew Phillips.

P.S. Just when you think that you have experienced most things one of our 
more prominent members arrived having left their backpack at home. It was 
a bit sus as some hurriedly donated provisions were shared amongst fellow 
walkers packs – ultra lightweight walking at its best!

Robert Carter

Michelle Powell
Don Andrews
Lynn Dabbs
Karen Brading
Anna Wells
Owen Kimberley
John Kennett
Ted Nixon
Grace Love
Kevin Williams

P Members

Mel Brading
Sam Palfreyman
Isabel Yersin
Matthews Phillips
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28 Jul 2016 Lane Cove River Lane Cove River

A good group to complete this out and back towards Hunters Hill - the out 
went via Fairylands to Epping Road, the back via the golf course. A nice walk.

Genevieve Savill

Tracy Edwards
Jenny Stephens
Melinda Long

P Members

John Thearle
Susan Baar
Viviana Sepulveda 
Flores
Vaasugi Velmurugu

29 Jul 2016 Altar Room etc Wollemi NP Yuri Bolotin

Daryl Watson
Ian Starkey

P Member

Rasmus Altenkamp

30 Jul 2016 Cowan to Berowra via Mt Kuring-gai Ku-ring-gai Chase NP, 
Berowra Valley NP

The leader did a good job at losing groups members through this walk. Two 
participants must have foreseen this and so withdrew on the Friday night. 
Then we lost another one on the train, as the leader had failed to remind 
walkers to travel on the back four carriages to alight at Cowan (I believe she 
found some other people to walk with at Hawkesbury River!). That left 4 to 
start the walk.

It was a splendid winter's day but the leader's psychic abilities were not on 
point. She failed to anticipate it was one of the walker's birthdays so unfor-
tunately no cake was produced. To make up for it the leader decided sticking 
to the Great North Walk was boring so we had some bush bashing detour up 
the ridge coming out of Berowra Waters - Happy Birthday Thuy - just what 
you wanted :) 

The walk had been advertised with Mt Kuring-gai as an optional completion 
point. All 3 participants took up this option leaving the leader to power-walk 
the final section to Berowra on her own. She made cracking time doing the 
Mt Kuring-gai to Berowra section in 2 hours and making the train with 3 
minutes to spare. A great day out in the bush.

Rachel Grindlay

Glenn Draper
Thuy Ho
Julio Rodrigues

30 Jul 2016 Wild Dogs #6 - Knights Deck Blue Mountains NP

Fantastic mid-winter weather provided clear skies and crystal clear views 
throughout the walk. Many Kangaroos and Wallabies on the road and feed-
ing in the paddocks around Galong Farm.

Despite all best intentions of ascending Cattle Dog Ridge we had a minor 
embarrassing navigational moment when the top of the steep and slippery 
ridge just ascended looked awfully like Blackhorse Ridge… As the ad says 
‘You should have gone to Specsavers’ – well I did however it didn’t say ‘and 
then make sure you use your glasses when reading detailed topographic 
maps!’. No harm done (except to the leader’s ego) and definitely worthy of 
a redeeming revisit.

The vistas from the top of Blackhorse Ridge and Knights Deck were exten-
sive and spectacular providing an opportunity to view many of the ridges 
targeted for upcoming walks as I reacquaint myself with the Wild Dogs after 
many years of absence. The walk back to Dunphys Campground via the 
management trail dampened spirits a little but we did arrive back at the cars 
by 4.40 pm and then raised glasses at the Ivanhoe Hotel in Blackheath.

Robert Carter

Peter Bruce
Liz Youman
Stephen Dolphin
Sarah Gough
Dirk Goes
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30 - 31 Jul 2016 Kowmung River Kanangra-Boyd NP

Beautiful weather out at Kanangra for this walk to the Kowmung. The Kow-
mung was in good flow, so good that I was quite concerned about getting 
back after a near waist deep and freezing wade on the first day. A nice, 
grassy, though slightly damp campsite near the foot of Hughes Ridge, with 
a few live wombats to go with the unfortunately deceased one near Rainbow 
Bluff. A solid climb out over Mt Hughes the next day, with a lovely walk back 
across the Kanangra Plateau in the late afternoon. An excellent walk in great 
company.

Tom Brennan

Skye O'Donnell
Jon Bell
Alex Allchin
Stephen Ellis

P Members

Sara Ladd
Matthew Dickerson
Darren Lyons
Fionnuala Baynes
Denis Quigley

31 Jul 2016 Lane Cove Wanderings Lane Cove NP

Nine of us had a pleasant morning wandering various tracks of bushland 
around the Lane Cove area. I even managed to introduce some new tracks 
to members who live locally. Everyone enjoyed being able to get out for a 
walk but also fit other things into their Sunday. 

I didn't carry a GPS so can't report what the final distance ended up being. 
I'd used some mapping software to come up with 10km prior to doing the 
route. Based on some of the readings at morning tea I imagine some of the 
devices had us closer to 20km!

Rachel Grindlay

Melinda Long
Kerry Atkins

P Members

Janet Hanson
Monika Boehm
Lauren Stephens
Jarrah Wilkinson
John Fitzgerald

Visitor

Nathan Williams

31 Jul 2016 Otford to Bundeena Royal NP

Near-perfect mid-winter weather made for a great day's walking. A biggish 
group but we all made it for the 5.00 ferry to Cronulla. No whales but we did 
see a soaring sea-eagle. Great to see work finished or underway on improv-
ing the track. But more needs to be done on some badly eroded sections.

David Bell

David Pender
Don Andrews
Melanie Freer
Virginia Waller
Tracey Avolio
Clare Holland
Karl Miller
Peter Marshall

P Members

Puru Karki
Elizabeth Powell
Phillip Powell
Regina Law
Phil Law
Rob McCormack
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